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KT: When you start any new artwork, do you 
imagine or copy it?
Hussein: As I mentioned before, I first select a 
picture that I like and then copy it, but of course I
always try to add my special touch to it.

KT: What materials and colors do you use in your
paintings?
Hussein: Pencils, pastels and coal.

KT: Which artwork is the closest to your heart?
Hussein: All my drawings are close to my heart -
every work I draw leaves an impression on my
mind, and I have a huge link with it. Yet the “Crying
in Silence” piece is one of the works that affected
me to a point that I felt sad while drawing it - as if
I was drawing feelings and not a picture.

KT: Did you take drawing courses? Do you have a
certificate in drawing?
Hussein: Yes, I have taken a lot of courses. I have
an accredited trainer certificate from a college of
professional arts in Britain.

KT: Do you give art courses? For which ages and
where?
Hussein: Yes I do give art courses to children aged
11 and above. Whenever I have free time, I give
courses at my home for women only.

KT: In your opinion, is it possible for anyone to
learn drawing? Or is it a must that he/she should
have talent? 
Hussein: It is possible to learn drawing from zero,
yet talent is important.  People who already have
talent are more creative, unlike mere hobbyists.

KT: How long does it take you to complete 
a painting?
Hussein: It takes me nearly nine to twelve hours, 
depending on the details.

KT: Have you displayed any of your drawings 
in exhibitions?
Hussein: Yes.

KT: What are your ambitions and dreams?
Hussein: I have always longed to become 
a professional artist.

KT: What advice do you give to someone who
loves and wants to learn to draw?
Hussein: First, never stop practicing and always im-
prove yourself. Second, don’t give up trying and
exploring.

KT: Some of your paintings reflect much sadness
and pain - do they reflect your personal 
experiences?
Hussein: No, not at all, but I like paintings that 
deliver feelings. — All images courtesy
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